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Abstract— With the development of information technology, computer has played more and more important role in many regions and human's life. The number of computer and network users is increasing minutes by minutes which make this global network and its information expanding rapidly day by day. Meanwhile, the modern computerized information system has been developed rapidly and implemented in many regions, such as education regions, enterprise and provides an electronic means to access information and data. As the fast development of computerized system, the W3C group has developed a flexible language named XML. The W3C has deemed the Extensible Markup Language (XML) will form the important basis for the information interchange and accessing in the field of computer network. It will make the electronic exchange of documents and other exchangeable information much easier, convenient and less expensive. At the same time, the security requirement (e.g. integrity, authenticity of the information and/or data and/or signer authentication) of accessing and exchanging information and data in a modern computerized information system has increased rapidly, and now, as the development of XML function, a new efficient security technology is provided which is named XML digital signature (XMLDsig). The XML digital signature provides a more flexible secured technology to keep the integrity and authenticity of data and/or information.

This paper aim to embed and implement XML based digital signatures to an existing Student Query System model in order to achieve the user authentication and integrity of accessing data and/or information from the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of global network and information technology, computer technology has played an important role in a wider regions. Meanwhile, more and more regions have entered to their e-era revolution which it can be call computer-based era. It provides people a more flexible way to store and access the data and information in an e-era environment. More and more entities build their own relevant computerized information system to record the data. These computerized information systems overcome time, attendance and travel difficulties. As widely and rapidly spreading of global and/or local network information, the proper security mechanism is required to protect the information’s authentication and data integrity in the system.

Currently, there are many traditional different security technologies being used in the computerized information system to secure the data and/or information accessing, for example, user name and password. Otherwise, even though the system developer uses the password technology to secure the system, there are still many password-hackers to attack the system and steal the data and/or information. Besides these traditional security technologies, standards like SSL/TLS (Secure Socket Layer/Transport Level Security) for point-to-point security already exist. S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) and PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) ensure that only a message's intended recipient can read that message—thereby achieving end-to-end security. It turns out that (fortunately) the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) XML Encryption Working Group did have good reasons for XML digital signature. XML digital signature addresses two requirements that none of the above standards can satisfy together: end-to-end security and selective encryption; it take care of the specific properties of the signed data and documents.

Since most internal enterprise local computerized systems always focus on the means of setting password and user name, but always ignore the problem of user authentication and data integrity during accessing to the system. Hereby, most computerized information systems such as a simple existing Student Query System (SQS) model are lack of security during the data and/or information accessing requirement, especially for example, during the accessing and checking the student grade process where integrity and authentication play an importance role to the system.

This paper would like to analyze the methodology and embed XML based digital signature in an existing Student Query System (SQS) model to achieve the visual implementation of XML digital signature. XML stands for Extensible Markup Language, which is a markup language for documents containing structured information and the kernel for many other technologies. Besides researching the concept of XML digital signature, it would also implement XML based digital signature in an existing computerized system model called Student Query System (SQS) model to support this research.
II. THEORY

Digital Signatures have become an important aspect of electronic security because they can be used to ensure the integrity, authenticity and non-repudiation of data. In normal XML signature, the verifier does not need the signer’s validation for verifying the signed document where this is harmful as the one who signed the document can deny the signing of document. With the help of undeniable signatures, the verifier requires the signer’s verification for verification of the document[1].

XML signature standards are digital signatures designed for use in XML transactions. The standard defines a schema for capturing the result of a digital signature operation applied to arbitrary (but often XML) digital data. XML-based digital signatures add authentication, data integrity, and support for non-repudiation to the data and at the same time to take account for the advantage of network and XML. The signature object itself appears in XML syntax and makes used of a number of XML standards to define its precise XML format. The objectives of XML digital signature are:

- To ensure in-transit data are complete and accurate (for data integrity)
- To provide a mechanism to control and manage the data that is passed and presented

There are three basic types of XML Signatures[1], [3],[4],[2]: Enveloped Signature, Enveloping Signature and Detached Signature.

A fundamental feature of XML signature is the ability to sign only specific portions of the XML tree rather than the complete document. This will be relevant when a single XML document may have a long history in which the different components are authored at different times by different parties, each signing only those elements relevant to it. This flexibility will also be critical in situations where it is important to ensure the integrity of certain portions of an XML document, while leaving open the possibility for other portions of the documents to change. Consider, for example, a signed XML portion documents delivered to the system. If the signature were over the full XML form, any change by the user to the default form values would invalidate the original signature.

III. METHODOLOGY

3.1.1 XMLDsig based SQS model Analyzed Concept

Since the XMLDsig based Student Query System model focuses on the implementation of XML digital signature technology, one of principle outputs will be the XML digital signature (XMLDsig) generation and validation information. Meanwhile, this existing SQS model must also be able to show the student basic information, such as StudentID, StudentName, Gender, Major, Grade as so forth. Furthermore, it would also show the student grade information accordingly.

This paper is discussing the implementation of XMLDsig technology in an existing SQS model, the new aspects of system input design is embedding XMLDsig technology before the user can log-in and make query to access the system data. Before logging in the system, the user not only has to enter the traditional authorized information such as username and password, but also the user has to pass the XMLDsig authentication. In this case, the user will get a username, password and his/her own XMLDsig private key, which is used to encrypt the data and generated the XML digital signature, from the XML digital signature server, before logging-in the SQS, the user has to show his/her own private key and pass the XMLDsig verification. During the XMLDsig verification, the system will show the user himself the XMLDsig information and system log-in freely; otherwise, the system will deny the requirement. During the query process, before user can access the query, the system will send the query requirement together with the user XML digital signature, then the XMLDsig server will verify the user XML digital signature, if passed, the user can access the query successfully, vice versa.

This existing SQS model as a background platform of XMLDsig and the only previous main objective here is to show the visual implementation of the XMLDsig technology, according to this main objective, the existing SQS model would only require to collect the student information, user information and student’s grade information to support the XMLDsig technology research without including complicated information system process.

For SQS model database support, it will use Microsoft SQL Server 2000 to store the basic user information, student information and so forth. Since Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a full-featured relational database management system (RDBMS) that offers a variety of administrative tools to ease the burdens of database development, maintenance and administration, then this existing SQS model uses Microsoft SQL Server 2000 to be the database support.

3.2 XMLDsig based SQS in DFD Structure
Generally, the private key is used to keep secret, while the public key may be widely distributed. Both of private key and public key are related mathematically, but the private key cannot be practically derived from the public key. A message encrypted with the public key can be decrypted only with the corresponding private key. To send an encrypted message to someone, the sender uses the receiver’s public key to encrypt the message; then in order to decrypt the message, the receiver uses the private key. Otherwise, in this XMLDsig based SQS project, the private key and public key are used in reverse. In XML digital signature, the private key is used to encrypt the digest and then generate the XML based digital signature; and the public key is used to decrypt the digest and finally verify the XML based digital, thereby proving that the sender signature and that the message has not been tampered with.

In the XMLDsig based SQS model, there are two main parts which are XMLDsig server and client mentioned above. The XMLDsig server create new username, password and generate the private key and public key. Before logging in SQS successfully, the client/user has to get his/her username, password and his/her own private key from the XMLDsig server, then the client/user uses his/her own username, password and unique private key to log in the system.

Since each client/user has his/her own unique private key, even though other persons know his/her username and password, they still cannot log in the system without that private key because he will be failed to pass the XMLDsig verification. It means that only the real user can enter the system and access the student data of the system. The data of system is only available for the user who shows his/her own private key. This process finally helps system client/user to achieve the data integrity and authentication.

In order to show a clear design and analysis concept of XMLDsig based SQS model, the following data flow diagram will show the details of XML digital signature theory in the SQS model. It includes two main parts: server side which belongs to server, and the client/user side. Meanwhile, inside these two main parts, XMLDsig based SQS model includes three main processes, first is “1. Create New User” which happens in the XMLDsig server side; second is “2. Log in” process and third is “3. Process Query (SQS)” in the client side. (see Figure 3.2) The XML digital signature will be embedded in the log-in process and query process.

Figure 3.2. XMLDsig based SQS level (1) Log-in Process

During the log-in process, the user/client enters his/her own username, password and shows the private key, and then the system will create the XMLDsig based on the username, password and private key. After that, the user XML digital signature would be sent to the XMLDsig Server for verification. Meanwhile, the XMLDsig would decrypt and verify the XML digital signature using user public key and return a verified report to the user. If the current user passes the XMLDsig verification, it means that the current user is the purported user. This purported user has right to access to the data in the system; vice versa.

Figure 3.3. Level (1) Query Process

In this XMLDsig based SQS model, the second XML digital signature implementation example is in the “3. Process Query (SQS)”. During query, the system would send the query requirement together with user XML digital signature to the XMLDsig server, then the server will decrypt and verify user XML digital signature before executing user query requirement. After verification, the XMLDsig server would send a verification reports to the user, if verification succeeded, the query will be executed, and otherwise, the query requirement will be denied.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 The Main Functions of XMLDsig based SQS model

In the XML digital signature concept, the user must keep his or her private key carefully since the user need to show his private key while logging in the system. During system logging in, the user must show his or her own private key. At the same time, the system generates an XML document based on the user information, and then create the user XML digital signature by encrypting this XML document using user private key, then send the encrypted data together with the original data to the XML digital signature server. Meanwhile, in order to make sure the user pass the XML digital signature authentication, at the XML digital signature Server, after received the data from client side, the system would divide the original data and the encrypted data, and then use the same algorithm to calculated the digest value D form original data; and get the digest value D' by fetching the user public key from database to decrypt the encrypted digest message. Finally, check whether D and D' is equal. After matching the D and D' digest value, it means that the user who wants to access to the system is the proper user but not faker, then the system will show the logging-in enable to the current proper user (see Figure 4.1).

That is why, if someone else steal the username and password but without the user private key, the user cannot pass the XML digital signature testing, and then the system logging-in will be disable. Meanwhile, the user’s private key cannot be duplicated easily since it is generated during creating new user in the XML digital signature server. As long as the user logs in the system by showing his or her correct private key, then all the manipulation or operation behaviors which happen in the system belong to current user. The current user cannot deny what he or she has done to the system because he or she can only log in by using his or her own username, password, private key and the XML digital signature testing.

4.2. The Main testing procedures of XMLDsig based SQS

The first design concept of this XMLDsig based SQS model includes two parts; one is XML digital signature server. Before running the whole SQS model, the administrator needs to start the XML digital signature server (see Figure 4.2). The XMLDsig Server requires administrator to fill the server IP, SQL user name and password in order to connect to the Microsoft SQL Server 2000. If XMLDsig based SQS model is tested in the same computer but not remote server, then the server IP is “127.0.0.1”, SQL user name is “sa” and password is “1”. Otherwise, the server IP should be the remote server IP address, for example, “192.168.88.1”.

When “Start” the connecting of SQL server, the administrator can enter to “USERS” form to create and delete the user, or read the existed user information. In the “USERS” form, there is existed user list which keeps record of user’s information. The administrator can create a new username, password by clicking “ADD”; meanwhile, the XMLDsig server would create the user private key and public key according to the new user information. The Private Key will be saved into a key file named *.key and the public key will be saved into the system database together with the user information. At the same time, the XMLDsig server would return a report for the private key generation. The
administrator can take the generated user private key and give to the proper user together with user name and password. Then the user has the right to access to SQS model by entering the username, password, showing his/her private key to the system and passing the XML digital signature authentication. Meanwhile, at the XMLDsig server side, the server keeps running in order to monitor and record the client side system accessing information (see Figure 4.3).

![Figure 4.3. Record of system accessing](image)

If there is more than one user logging-in behavior such as twice, in the XML digital signature server side, the “Connects” will be “2”. Meanwhile, the “Pass” will show the logging-in information whether both two users pass the XML digital signature verification or not. “Last Log” shows the recent system log-in user and the “Time” shows the log-in time.

In the SQS model client side, the user must enter his/her own username, password and pass the XML digital signature verification if he/she wants to access to the system successfully. After filling user information, then click “Create XML Security”, the client side will create XML digital signature based on the user logging-in information using current user private key. After succeeding in creating the XML digital signature security in client side, the system will envelop the user information together with the user information-based XML digital signature and send to the XMLDsig server in order to verify the user XML digital signature.

While creating the XML digital signature in client side, the system would read the user private key. If found the current user private key, the user XML digital signature would be created successfully (see Figure 4.4). At the same time, in the “Login” windows, it will show the XML digital signature generation in details. This “Security Information” includes the user log-in information and the detailed XML digital signature generation information.

![Figure 4.4. Creating XML digital signature](image)

Then the “Login” is available if the user XML digital signature is created successfully. While user clicks “Login”, the system will send the user XML digital signature to the XML digital signature server for verification. After XMLDsig server received the enveloped user XML digital signature data, it would read the user XML digital signature. Meanwhile, the server would access the user public key from the database, and decrypt the encrypted user information. If the user log-in information is match, the XMLDsig server would return a successful result to the user which is “Login OK”. It means that the user is proper current system user and has the right to access to the system.

The second implementation of XML based digital signature is embedding in the “Process Query”. During the “Process Query”, for example, search student information, the user types the student name whose information the user would like to check, and then click “Search” button to send the query requirement (see Figure 4.5). Before getting the search result, the system will send the user’s query statement to the XMLDsig server together with user’s XML digital signature. In the XMLDsig server, the server will check the authenticity of user’s XML digital signature.

![Figure 4.5. Making Search Query](image)

After click “Search” button, the user must fill the “Query Verify” information, then click “Create XML Security” to
generate the XML digital signature, and then click “Send” to send the generated user XML digital signature to the XMLDsig server for verification. If verification ok, then the user would receive a result message from the system, then click ok.

4.3. Project Evaluation of XMLDsig based SQS

a) Succeed in embedding and implementing XMLDsig in an existing SQS model based on XML digital signature research

The main objective of this XMLDsig based SQS model is analyzing, researching and gaining the knowledge about XML digital signature through implementing the XML digital signature in an existing computerized system model. Finally, XML based digital signature has been embedded and implemented into the existing SQS model successfully. In a word, this XMLDsig based SQS model is almost achieve the objective of this XMLDsig based SQS project based on the XML digital signature knowledge.

In general, this XMLDsig project performs well and is easy to implement by the system users. Although this XMLDsig based SQS model is developed in a very short period (about 1 month), basically, it reflects almost the design concept discussed above in the paper and the objective of XMLDsig based SQS model. The system is built and developed around XML digital signature technology as the core new technology in a system authentication security. It applies a modern XML based digital signature technology and cryptography concept. It has performed successfully in the real computerized application and become an assuring new computerized system security technology. Moreover, the program is compatible with almost programs on Windows platform and requires very limited hardware.

b) New security function in an existing SQS model

The newest function of this XMLDsig based SQS model is: the XML digital signature based SQS model is safer than the general SQS model which is only secured by username and password. Even though other person got the username and password by accident, he/she doesn’t have the proper user private key, and then he/she will be rejected by the system. The system would return a caution report to tell non-proper user to show his/her private key, otherwise the system resource is forbidden to the non-proper user.

Possibly, the proper user forgets to show his/her private key, the system will return a reminding message to the user. Moreover, the private key cannot be duplicated easily and because of the characteristic of the algorithm of digest message, it can also make sure whether the original data has been modified or not. If the current user could not show the correct private key, no matter he or she is the non-proper user and proper user, both of them cannot access the system because the “Login” is disable. All the system resources are disabling for the user without showing correct private key. This new security concept of system user authentication makes sure the system data cannot be modified by the non-proper system user, thereby to keep the data integrity and user authentication. Finally, make the system resource safer and more secure.

Comparing to the original existing Student Query System, the XML digital signature based SQS model has many advantages dealing with the system security issue. For example, in the original existing SQS model which only has username and password, if the others steal the username and password, he/she can log in without any other security verification. Meanwhile, all the modification of data will be considered to the original user but not the faked user. It means that the faked user can modify any data and deny what he or she has done to the system without bearing any responsibility. Assume that the data in the SQS is very important, for example student grade; the faked user can log in using stolen username and password and change his or her grade, even log-in to see other student private information. That is the security weakness of the original SQS model; otherwise, the XMLDsig based SQS model needn’t worry about this by embedding XML digital signature into the user logging-in process and query process.

c) Drawback in XMLDsig based SQS model

Although this XMLDsig based SQS model has its own security advantage compared to the general modern computerized system. However, XMLDsig based SQS model also has its weakness due to the freshness of technology and network hacker development. For example, the key calculating algorithm is limited which can be implemented easily. If the hacker really wanted to steal the important system resource, and if he or she knew the key algorithm that the XML digital signature uses, it can run the algorithm to get the private key and public key.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This XMLDsig based SQS model, compared with the traditional digital signature, XML digital signature has its own advantages, which support and provide the digital signature and authentication to a different specific portion data. This can decrease the traffic of data, and increase the flexibility of data transmitted. Furthermore, XML digital signature can be able to analyze the XML file precisely, at the same time, keep structured of XML file well. Besides, private key information provided by XML digital signature is easy to understand. It is more convenient to authenticate the digital signature in the computerized system and achieve the data integrity.
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Abstract—The result of the research is the application that allow user to retrieve information through News and Event Agenda Feature. This application also allows the member to keep in touch with their stuff with SMS notification. The application is easy to control by an administrator through a message system and capabilities of administrator of any file, also by a user hierarchy system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Good communication in an organization will make the working condition more conducive. Data sharing among members of the organization is one form of communication. There are many ways for people to share data with others. Today, there are many applications or web sites that allow the user to upload and download any data. In many organizations, the accesses to web sites that have this functionality are often blocked because the company sees them as a threat that can harm work productivity of the worker.

The number of websites that provide this functionality has been increased from time to time. This fact shows that the number of users of that web site is also increased. Youtube.com as one of the largest data sharing site has their daily data transfer equal to 75 billion text email. It means many people need to share something to others. This communication can lead to a better relationship in a community. This kind of communication can be brought into office environment. Data sharing among the members can lead to a better communication of the member.

In most organization, file sharing is an inseparable part of daily activities. Easy and smooth sharing of data and files leads to work efficiency. Data sharing tool can also act as a news centre for the organization. Therefore, the need to have a reliable file sharing system is crucial. Unfortunately, many organizations do not equip themselves with this tool.

The beneficial of data sharing application will be reduced when there is no enough controlling by an administrator. Enough control is needed to enhance the beneficial of data sharing. And also the sense of belonging from data that been shared is highly needed as a sense of responsibility when sharing a data.

The application created in this research is divided into three main parts. The first part is “News” part. This part will show any news that written by administrator and moderator. The entire member can read the news and also give a comment on it. Whenever a member writes a comment to News there will be a SMS notification to the writer of the particular News.

The second part is “Event”. In this part, the administrator and the moderator can write down an event that will be shown in the format like calendar. The event can be shown in daily, weekly, and monthly. Just like in News part, whenever a member writes a comment to an Event there will be an SMS notification to the writer of the particular Event.

The last part is “File” part. In this part, the entire user can do uploading and downloading data. The entire file that has been uploaded will be checked to determine the type of the file. In the download section, there will be a list that shows the entire file that already uploaded before. The file will be arranged in its name order or its uploaded date order. There is also a search feature that will make file browsing become easier. In the downloaded section, member also can put a comment in every file, SMS notification also sent to the owner of the file.

The application can be access through a local area network. This application works like a digital library with more variety of content. This application will develop using PHP technology with additional java script and using NowSMS application to send SMS Notification.

II. THEORY

A. Data Sharing

Data sharing is the practice of making data used for scholarly research available to other investigators. Many funding agencies, institutions, and publication venues have policies regarding data sharing because transparency and openness are considered by many to be part of the scientific method. A number of funding agencies and science journals require authors of peer-reviewed papers to share any supplemental information (raw data, statistical methods or source code) necessary to audit or reproduce published research. A great deal of scientific research is not subject to data sharing requirements, and many of these policies have liberal exceptions. In the absence of any binding requirement, data sharing is at the discretion of the scientists themselves. In addition, in certain situations agencies and institutions prohibit or severely limit data sharing to protect proprietary interests, national security, and patient/victim confidentiality. Data sharing (especially photographs and graphic descriptions of animal research) may also be restricted to protect institutions and scientists from misuse of data for political purposes by animal rights extremists.

Data and methods may be requested from an author years after publication. In order to encourage data sharing and prevent the loss or corruption of data, a number of funding
agencies and journals established policies on data archiving. Access to publicly archived data is a recent development in the history of science made possible by technological advances in communications and information technology. Despite policies on data sharing and archiving, data withholding still happens. Authors may fail to archive data or they only archive a portion of the data. Failure to archive data alone is not data withholding. When a researcher requests additional information, an author sometimes refuses to provide it. When authors withhold data like this, they run the risk of losing the trust of the science community.

**B. Digital Library**

A digital library is much more than just the collection of material in its repositories. It provides a variety of services to all of its users (both humans and machines, and producers, managers, and consumers of information). There are a large and varied set of such services, including services to support management of collections, services to provide replicated and reliable storage, services to aid in query formulation and execution, services to assist in name resolution and location, etc. The basis for a digital library, however, must be the information objects that provide the content. A basic characteristic of the digital library is that the information objects are found in collections with associated management and support functions.

The goal of the digital library is to assist users by satisfying their needs and requirements for management, access, storage, and manipulation of the variety of information stored in the collection of material that represents the "holdings" of the library. Users may be humans or they may be automated processes acting on behalf of or in support of human needs. Users also vary and include those who are "end" users (those not involved in the management and operation of the library but rather are the customers), library operators, and information "producers" who want their material available through the library.

The key to effective collections management is to implement simple structural organizations and be able to present those organizations in a way that library users find useful and can understand easily. In traditional libraries, books are primarily stored by subject, title, author, and date, and accessed by following signs to the appropriate floor, room, bookcase, shelf, and spine-labeled book. The size and relative celebration of each portion of the collection gives patrons information about the collection and can reveal the library's collection management objectives as well.

A library is created to serve a community of users. Users who participate in the digital library should be aware of its design and be able collectively to refine that design to better serve their own information needs. Therefore, the ongoing human usability of a digital library depends on the clear and unobtrusive exposure of the library's design, its near-term goals, and its overall objectives.

Furthermore, digital libraries should continue the ongoing tradition of coupling utility with aesthetics in the organization and presentation of materials.

**C. Existing Application**

**4shared.com**

4shared.com is a Ukrainian file sharing service based in Kiev. This application allows user to upload and download file to their account. 4shared.com start operating in 2005. 4shared.com is a free online file sharing service.

**Megaupload**

Megaupload is a Hong Kong based company that allow user to do file sharing. Every user that done the uploading process will have a unique URL as a address to download. Every file that has not been downloaded for 21 days will expires.

**Table 2.1. Comparisons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point of View</th>
<th>Your One Way</th>
<th>4shared.com</th>
<th>Megaupload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upload</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Agenda</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Size</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Sharing</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Preview</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Not OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. METHODOLOGY

Your one way application is made by a methodology called Rapid Application Development. Rapid Application Development (RAD) is a methodology for compressing the analysis, design, build, and test phases into a series of short, iterative development cycles. This has a number of distinct advantages over the traditional sequential development model. Rapid application development promotes fast, efficient, accurate program and/or system development and delivery. Compared to other methodologies, RAD generally improves user/designer communication, user cooperation, and user commitment, and promotes better documentation. The author use RAD system due to a fast system that RAD shows to give the author more time to do preparation and post production.

### IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Data sharing system is about the communication among the user and transferring the data itself. The main components of a
data sharing software are the administrator, the user client, and the system manager. The sequence diagram of Upload File, Add Member, Add News and Add Event is shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1 Upload File, Add Member, Add News and Add Event Sequence Diagram](image)

In order to download file, user will send a request to the system about the ID of the desire file that he/she want to download. Then the system will make a query to database to get the data about the file and also send the message box about the file and the download process. The user will validate that he/she want to download, then the system will do the process download from database to user computer. The system also sent a SMS notification to the owner of the file and the download sequence diagram is shown in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2 Download Sequence Diagram](image)

Searching features is used to make the Member easier to browse the file inside the database. The search system also makes the member faster to found their wanted file.

Member will fill the search form, then the system will process it end send a relevant query to database to get the expected result.

![Figure 4.3 Searching Sequence Diagram](image)

To send the SMS notification, the author use NowSMS software. This is an SMS gateway that easy to use and have a user friendly interface and the Intranet schema is shown in Figure 4.4.

![Figure 4.4 Intranet Schema](image)

The ERD shows how all the database entities relate each other. There are 9 tables in the database to store the information regarding to each class.

![Figure 4.5 ER Digram](image)

The interface of this application will adopt a common pattern of any application with menu in the left side.
V. CONCLUSION

The author has developed an application that can be used to do data sharing in an organization. The data sharing application also has several additional functions beside data sharing that can enhance the quality of communication among the member of the company. The additional functions are “News” and “Event”. This application tries to provide information to the user with the latest activities that happen in the organization. This kind of information can enhance the sense of belonging of the member in the organization. This application also can add the awareness of the member of an organization. This application used PHP technology with Rapid Application Design.
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